Team Meeting #13  
Preliminary Design Meeting  

Members Present: 5/5  
Colin Cubinski  
Daniel Nakhla  
Matthew Restivo  
James Rocco  
Justin Valentini  

Date: November 16th, 2006  
Start Time: 7:00PM  
Location: Roger Bacon Computer Lab  

During this meeting problems considering the prototype screens being done in BASIC instead of HTML were discussed and decided to be resolved by having all the Prototype screens done or in some cases redone in HTML. Sketches were drawn up on paper of a sample set of the prototype screens. Justin was assigned to create a pseudo-template so that Dan can use it to create all the prototype screens. The web pages, which the prototype screen will be based off of, will qualify later to be used for the e-Sata project after code is added. The new prototype screen should be completed on November the 26th. A considerable amount of time was also spent reviewing the rest of the Preliminary Design document to ensure it was up to par and reviewing the Data Flow portion that was corrected since the last meeting.  

End Time: 9:30PM